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Here is the designer’s conception of the front and the entrance to a fully-completed museum building.
Although the museum failed, the structure was preserved and renovated by Brown University, the state,
and a development team led by Richard Galvin for another educational use — a Rhode Island state nursing
school combining the programs of the University of Rhode Island and Rhode Island College.

INTRODUCTION
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n his romantic 1856 poem, Maud Muller, John Greenleaf Whittier, Massachusetts abolitionist and so-called “bard of freedom,” composed these immortal lines: “For of all sad words of
tongue or pen, the saddest these: ‘It might have been!’” In few instances has this observation
been more valid than in the failure of Rhode Islanders to support the creation of the Heritage
Harbor Museum of Rhode Island History.
However, this project, championed for more than a third of a century by historian Albert Klyberg, has fortuitously evolved into the $4 million Heritage Harbor Foundation, a non-profit institution that initiates programs and awards grants to advance the public’s knowledge of Rhode
Island history and heritage. By doing so it implements the goals of the museum.
I assumed the presidency of the museum’s reconstituted board of directors in January 2009
during the depths of the Great Recession and at a juncture when the state’s foolish revision of
its historic preservation program had forced museum developer, Streuver Brothers, Eccles and
Rouse, to abandon the project. The renovators of massive Royal Mills in West Warwick and the
Locomotive Works in Providence could not survive this double disaster.
Metaphorically. I had assumed the captaincy of the Titanic. Ironically that 1912 disaster had
taken the life of railroad magnate Charles M. Hays, a visionary who had also attempted a dramatic development on the Providence harborfront prior to his demise.
Undaunted by these discouraging events, Al Klyberg continued to pursue his museum dream.
During the early months of 2009, with some factual assistance, details, and suggestions from
me and with input from consultant, Experience (EXP), one of several companies working on
the museum’s design, Al put his museum dream in outline form using his concept of “Six Big
Ideas” — themes which would define the museum and be developed therein. Those themes
were: (1) Rhode Island’s Turning Points, An Historical Overview; (2) Bay Adventure, a History
of Narragansett Bay; (3) Ocean State Journeys, a Transportation History; (4) Wonders of the
World, The Industrial History of Rhode Island; (5) Cultural Crossroads: Rhode Island’s People
and Traditions; and (6) Rhode Island Family Album: Rhode Island Communities and Common
Culture. The illustrations produced by the museum’s consultants and reproduced herein depict
not only the building’s impressive exterior but also the interior layout where these themes would
be developed and shown to public audiences.
Al developed his “Six Big Ideas” over a span of three decades in consultation with professional
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historians (like me), local historical societies, museum designers, ethnic and partner organizations, and interested members of the general public. The 2009 draft, published herein, represented the final stage of this educational process, although I have provided considerable detail
to that outline to make it more serviceable as a learning and teaching aid.
Al frequently lamented that Rhode Island, despite its long and rich history, was among only
four states lacking a state historical museum. He was determined to eliminate that cultural
stigma with his “Six Big Ideas.”
Sadly, Whittier’s poem proved to be prophetic. However, just as museums salvage artifacts
from the past for display, this failed museum’s successor has salvaged Al’s concepts and made
them the basis for its grant awards. The Heritage Harbor Foundation has also salvaged the
museum’s themes as set forth in the following outline, which I retrieved while processing the
museum’s voluminous files. This prospectus can serve as a checklist for historians of Rhode Island and as a syllabus for teachers of Rhode Island history. It indicates that Al was particularly
concerned with promoting study and scholarship in the neglected areas of Rhode Island’s past.
The entries in this exhibit outline are cryptic and episodic rather than comprehensive, and
sentence structure is not always observed, but that is the nature of a guide or an outline, especially an initial draft. However, none are so cryptic so as to be incomprehensible to those
interested in Rhode Island History. At the least, this detailed “content summary,” as Al named
it, gives us knowledge of “What might have been,” and allows us to lament that loss. It is the
menu of an educational meal that we skipped. Perhaps, it can serve as a guide and inspirational
goal for a more enlightened future generation.
The publication of this unrequited plan for the museum’s organization with its explication of
Al’s imaginative concepts for teaching and telling the story of his adopted state will demonstrate
that his lifetime of learning and labor was time well spent.
(Dr.) Patrick T. Conley
President
Heritage Harbor Foundation
Chairman
Rhode Island Publications Society
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The quest for a state historical museum began on June 22, 1979 with the c reation of the Foundation for
the Promotion of State Cultural Heritage — predecessor of the Heritage Harbor Foundation. This venture’s
prime movers were state senator and later Newport mayor Robert J. M
 cKenna, former Rhode Island Bicentennial Commission (ri76) coordinator Mary Brennan, and Rhode Island Historical Society executive director
Al Klyberg — all of whom eventually earned induction into the Rhode Island Heritage Hall of Fame for their
civic and cultural achievements.
All of the foundation’s incorporators had played a prominent role in the recently completed bicentennial
of independence commemoration. Dr. Patrick T. Conley, the state chairman of that historical observance,
had created 18 ethnic heritage subcommittees to broaden public involvement in the celebration. That heritage program and its perpetuation was a catalyst for the foundation’s establishment.
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HERITAGE HARBOR
MUSEUM PLAN

SIX BIG IDEAS

By this outline in the museum’s final but futile July, 2009 plan, Al Klyberg summarized his Six Big Ideas
for the organization of the Heritage Harbor Museum.
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IDEA ONE
Rhode Island Turning Points:
An Historical Overview of Rhode Island
Experience:
The Rhode Island Turning Points Gallery has a strong “time machine” theme. Imagine feeling
immersed inside high-tech clockworks, complete with gears and machinery. Here, visitors will
have the opportunity to “travel back in time” as they explore this immersive exhibit. As guests
travel through the Time Machine, they will participate in engaging, interactive “artifacts of
time,” allowing them to learn and to understand the history of Rhode Island. These different
exhibits will be able to change content, allowing the Time Machine to tell different stories of
the past.
	a. Native Stories, Pre-1636
i. First Peoples
Includes Narragansetts, Wampanoags, Nipmucks, Niantics, and Pequots
ii. Living in Homelands
The lifestyles of people who hunted, gathered, and farmed, living in villages,
moveable camp structures, longhouses, and sometimes rock shelters
iii. Keepers of the Land
Native peoples’ understanding of the land and effective management of natural
resources created the rich landscape that attractedEuropean explorers and
colonists
iv. Walls, Paths, and Toponyms
Rhode Island still uses place names rooted in Native language and culture
/ Many of today’s streets and highways follow Native trails, most notably the
Wampanoag Trail / Native wall-building and other traditions endure
b. Colonial Times, 1636–1763
i. Refuge Village
In 1636, banished Roger Williams established Providence on the basis of
religious freedom and “soul liberty.” He conducted his “lively experiment” on
lands purchased from the Narragansetts
ii. Other Lively Experiments
Portsmouth (1638), Newport (1639), and Warwick (1642–43) are settled by
religious dissenters including Anne Hutchinson, William Coddington, Dr. John
Clarke, and Samuel Gorton
iii. Law and Recognitions
General Assembly’s Code of Laws (1647) / British crown’s recognition of Rhode
Island via the Charter of 1663 issued by King Charles II. Major features of the
royal charter, especially “full liberty in religious concernments,” are presented.
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iv. King Philip’s War
Responding to the aggression of Plymouth Colony, Metacomet-led Native-Americans
attack Rhode Island mainland settlements / Portsmouth and Newport escape destruction
v. Steady Leadership
Governor Samuel Cranston ably rules Rhode Island for 29 years (1698–1727) as a dutiful
member of British empire  / Major influence wielded by Newport merchants.
vi. Boundaries
Rhode Island boundaries with Connecticut and Massachusetts are set by 1746, except
for East Bay adjustments in 1862.
vii. Rise of Newport
Newport merchant class builds political power / America‘s first political parties organize
(Samuel Ward vs. Stephen Hopkins)
	c. Revolution, 1763–1790
i. Taxation Without Representation
England tightens administration of trade and raises taxes / Rhode Island reacts with
violence against British customs ships, Liberty, Gaspee, and Rose
ii. Two Fronts
Supporting Washington’s army and defending the Bay and homeland
iii. Renunciation
Rhode Island forms its own navy in June 1775 and on May 4, 1776 renounces
allegiance to King George III. On July 19, 1776 it ratifies the Declaration of
Independence
iv. Battle of Rhode Island
Colonists lay siege to Newport unsuccessfully in August, 1778 and defend their
withdrawal from Aquidneck Island on August 29 with a victory in the Battle of Rhode
Island / Rhode Island regiments fight at Yorktown and in other key battles
v. Revolution at Home
Famers led by Jonathan Hazard take the General Assembly from merchants and create a
paper money plan in 1786 to relieve debtors
vi. Trade in Transition
Gradual emancipation of enslaved people enacted by statute in (1784) /
John Brown opens trade with China and the East Indies (1787) / Slave trade by Rhode
Islanders is abolished (1787)
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	d.	Rhode Island’s First Industrial Revolution, 1790–1845
i. Last in Peace
After holding out because of a concern for state rights and individual liberties, Rhode
Island is the last of the original 13 states to ratify the United States Constitution on May
29, 1790, and by the narrowest margin (34–32)
ii. American Industrial Revolution
In 1790, at a mill on the Blackstone River in Pawtucket village, Samuel Slater begins
textile production on the British model
iii. Capital Investment
China trade profits provide investment capital for mill development. Initial mills are
wood, later stone
iv. Water Power
Economic activity shifts to interior rivers that can power mills / Mill valleys are populated
with farm families and Irish immigrants who lack voting rights because of the state’s
retention of the colonial real estate requirement for voting
v. Providence Hub
By the 1820s, Providence surpasses Newport in economic power as the center of
transportation, finance, and industrialization
vi. The Dorr Rebellion (1841–43)
Rural Rhode Island retains political power and suppresses voting rights of immigrant mill
workers / Thomas Wilson Dorr leads the rebellion but the Law and Order Constitution
frustrates his goal of equal rights. His effort, though thwarted, does secure a written state
constitution to replace the Royal Charter of 1663
e. Unrest and Civil War, 1846–1865
i. Unrest
Nativist sentiments, championed by the Providence Journal, promote discrimination
against the increasing number of immigrant Irish Catholic mill workers / Rise of the
Know-Nothing Movement / Mill owners threatened by national civil strife that affects
cotton imports from the South
ii. The Civil War
Although most Rhode Islanders are more interested in preserving the Union than freeing
slaves, Rhode Island joins the fight with 26,000 soldiers in 15 regiments, including a
decorated Black Regiment
iii. Powering the War Machine
Industrialized Rhode Island produces huge quantities of supplies for the Union cause
including muskets, cannon, munitions, and uniforms
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	f. The Gilded Age, 1866–1899
i. Industrialization/Urbanization
Rhode Island industrialization explodes with unprecedented production of
cotton, wool, rubber goods, and metalwork in the late 19th Century / Urban
areas bulge with arrival of new wave of immigrant workers and municipal
boundaries are altered, often for political motives.
ii.	Big Issues
With names like Knight (Fruit of the Loom), Berkshire Fine Spinning, Brown &
Sharpe, Corliss, Nicholson, Sprague, Angell, Hazard, Banigan, Fletcher, and
Gorham, Rhode Island breeds massive companies that encourage laborers to
organize in order to be heard / Rise of the Knights of Labor
iii. Republicans
Led by Henry Bowen Anthony, “Boss” Charles R. Brayton, Nelson Aldrich, and
others, Republicans control politics in Washington — and at home by splitting
immigrant loyalties, with Irish Catholics allying with the Democratic Party
/ Temperance and suffrage engage women in the political process, most notably
Elilzabeth Buffum Chace.
iv. Gilded Age Newport
The “City by the Sea” becomes renowned as a resort for the wealthy
v. Cultural Pluralism
Immigrant groups struggle to adapt and participate. Blacks work for equality
/ Narragansetts struggle with detribalization
	g.	Boom, Bust, and War, 1900–1945
i.	Boom
Booming economy in early 1900s attracts additional waves of immigrants to
urban Rhode Island — most from southern and eastern Europe and the Near East
aboard the Fabre Line
ii. WWI
Rhode Island plays its part in time of patriotism and high industrial demand
/ George M. Cohan’s songs inspire patriotic fervor
iii.	Bust
Economic decline of the textile industry in the 1920s followed by the Great
Depression spawn an array of public works and social programs in Roosevelt’s
New Deal
iv. WWII
Nearly 100,000 Rhode Islanders serve while the home front hums with
unprecedented production
v. Disenfranchised Rhode Islanders
Without the requisite property holdings, many could not vote in financial
town meetings
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vi. Political Rollercoaster
After decades of Republican control, Democrats, energized by an ethnic
coalition of Irish, Italians, and Franco-Americans, take control of the powerful
General Assembly in the “Bloodless Revolution” of January, 1935
vii. Changing Landscape
The physical and social landscapes are transformed by public construction, road
building, and the city beautiful movement
	h.	Modern Times, 1945–1984
i.	Moving On, Moving Out
Jobs decline as economy shifts from wartime to peacetime, industrial exodus
exacerbated by labor unrest, energy costs, and decaying infrastructure
ii. Naval Retreat
Beginning in 1970, Quonset Point and Davisville closures and Newport fleet
withdrawal create economic upheaval
iii. Urban Struggle
People and business flee urban areas leaving behind poverty, blight, crime,
disinvestment, and a federal war on poverty
iv. Suburbanization
Starting in 1950, Providence’s population (249,000) shifts to rapidly growing
suburbs. By 1970, (with the city’s population down to 179,000), retailing
follows. Percentage-wise, Providence’s outmigration in those two decades is
greater than any major American city
v. Unintended Consequences
Efforts to save Newport mansions, combine with festivals and sailing
competitions to spur the development of a $2 billion tourism industry. Efforts
to block shoreline oil refineries spark environmental activism that encourages
public waterfront access.
vi. False Starts
State unsuccessfully tries to woo new smokestack industries and oil refineries
	i. Rhode Island Renaissance, 1985–2001
i. Providence Revitalized
Public/private partnerships spur a Downtown renaissance centered on the old
railroad yard, the inner riverfront, and the arts. Mayor Vincent Cianci is the
major promoter of this “renaissance.”
ii. Tourist Destination
Development of the airport, the Providence Civic and Convention Center, and
the Newport Visitors’ Center boosts tourism to new highs
iii. 21st Century
New economies, opportunities, immigrants, and challenges characterize the
coming of a new century and millennium
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This is an interior view of the cavernous South Street Power Station of the Narragansett Electric Company.
Considerable sums were spent by the Heritage Harbor group in clean-out, roof repairs, and building stabilization to prepare the structure for a major state museum. Al Klyberg often remarked that this preliminary
work saved the historic National Register structure from demolition.
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IDEA TWO
Bay Adventure:The History
of Narragansett Bay
Summary:
From the earliest days of settlement to the present, Narragansett Bay has played various key
roles in our history. It is the front yard and the New England town common of 18 of Rhode
Island’s 39 cities and towns. The Bay was our first road system and the home of our first
economies — ship-building and trade and island-based animal husbandry. As a grand harbor
it was the base for iniquitous activity — piracy, privateering, and the slave trade. It was also
the launching pad for international trade to the East Indies, China, the Caribbean, and South
America — commerce that provided the cash for factory and mill village development. Bay
shipping, along with railroads, was central to supplying industrial development. As a center
for 19th and 20th century recreation the Bay simultaneously entertained working families
at shore dinner halls, amusement parks, and fishing spots, while providing Gilded Age elites
a grand course for yachting. In WWII, the Bay was one of America’s key wartime assets. Its
ambience always inspired the arts. Today, the Bay continues to be one of the chief objects of
affection for Rhode Islanders.
Experience:
The Bay Adventure Gallery grounds visitors in the watery nature of Rhode Island through
exhibits that emphasize place-making. Each exhibit has a conceptual link to Rhode Island
geography through its relation to a sprawling map of Rhode Island that is on the floor. Here,
visitors “travel” across the map and, along the way, learn about the key roles that various
locations have played. For example, discover the role that the Narragansett Bay has held
throughout history, from facilitating international trade to supplying industrial development.
Some exhibits will encourage physical activity, prompting visitors to raise and lower a sail, or
pull on a shell fisherman’s rake. They will also be able to experience different environmental
forces through immersive sound and light in a simulated storm theater. As a whole, this experience is largely interactive and will prompt inquiry-based learning.
	a.	The Vision of the New Golden Land: Bay Reflections
i. The Sacred Sea
Native tradition and maritime culture — Wampum
ii. The Portuguese Caravel
Verazzano, an Italian, enters the Bay in a Portuguese-style caravel ship in 1524
under a French flag, dubs his Aquidneck anchorage “Refugio,” and likens Block
Island to the Island of Rhodes, eventually giving Rhode Island its name.
iii. A Garden of Farms and Place of Great Trade
Early colonial life — Aquidneck’s “Fat mutton” spurs exports. The Narragansett
Pacers, a special breed of horse, are also exported to the Carribean.
iv. The Special Light
The Bay changes the way we see the world. It is our window on the ocean.
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v. Inspiration
The Bay becomes an inspiration to and theme of the Hudson River School of
painters and countless other artists
b.	Whale Tales and Fish Stories:
The Rhode Island Fishing Industry
i. Confluence of Climates
Warm/cold ecosystems intersect in Rhode Island Sound and enhance fishing
ii. Fishing Fleets
The toil and traditions of Point Judith (especially Galilee) and other fishing
villages
iii. Whale Tales
The whaling days of Warren, East Greenwich, Fall River, Block Island and coastal
Rhode Island
iv. Trophy Tuna
The Rhode Island Tuna Tournaments
v.	Bull Rakes to Clambakes
Lobster, quahogs, littlenecks, scallops, and the shell-fishing industry
vi. Fishy Business
Seaside commerce, Scalloptown in East Greenwich, and the economics of
fishing
	c.	Strong Hulls and Full Sails: Rhode Island Shipbuilding and Its
Maritime Industry
i. Dugouts and Paddles
Native watercraft and travel
ii. Colonial Shipyards
Early shipbuilding in Warren and other communities
iii. East Indiamen
Grand ships of the glamorous Far East trade include the legendary Ann & Hope
iv. Deep Dark Waters
The slave trade, piracy, and smuggling
v. Work Boats
Family-run shipyards and ferry operations (e.g., Blount Marine of Warren)
vi. Pleasure Craft and Cup Winners
America’s Cup champions and the Herreshoff legacy (Bristol)
vii. The Tradition Endures
Modern day boat builders such as Pearson, Goetz and Blount
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viii. Every-Bay Business
Marinas, tugs, ferries, barges, trawlers, tankers, freighters, and fishing boats
ix.	Military Vessels
A proud tradition that includes the WWII Walsh-Kaiser Shipyard in Providence
and Electric Boat submarine production in Quonset
	d.	Defending the Nation:
The Navy and National Defense
i. Navy Notables
Esek Hopkins becomes the Navy’s first commander-in-chief; Abraham Whipple,
Oliver Hazard Perry, and Matthew Caibraith Perry become legends of American
naval history.
ii. The Navy at Newport
The Naval War College, the Goat Island torpedo station, the Newport Naval
Base, the Naval Undersea Warfare Center, and naval strategic and research
facilities — Admirals Alfred Thayer Mahan, Stephen Luce, and William S.
Sims — all reveal Rhode Island’s strong U.S. Navy ties from the Navy’s beginning
until now.
iii. Rhode Island at War
20th Century World Wars and the Korean and Vietnam conflicts create
unprecedented military activity and production on the Bay. The most famous
product worldwide is the Quonset Hut originating in Davisville during WWII.
iv. Peace Without Prosperity
Tens of thousands of Rhode Islanders lose jobs as national defense downsizing
closes facilities at Quonset/Davisville and scales back
Newport operations
	e.	Rhode Island’s Playground:
Recreation, Sport, and Leisure
i. America’s First Resort
From colonial days, Rhode Island and its waters attracted visitors from afar
ii.	Bay Parade
Recreational sailing brings together crews and crafts of every style in the Bay’s
public waters / Tall Ships events from the Bicentennial in 1976, and thereafter,
celebrate maritime history and draw huge crowds.
iii. America’s Cup
From 1930 to 1983 Rhode Island hosted the world’s finest and fastest sailing
vessels — now commemorated at the America’s Cup Hall of Fame in Bristol
iv.	Mansions and Castles
Newport’s Bellevue Avenue becomes one of the world’s most prestigious
addresses and its mansions world-famous
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v. Clamming, Clambakes and Shore Dining Halls
From Rhode Island beginnings, clams and quahogs are at the heart of shoreline
activities with calamari (fried squid) a new treat.
vi. The Beach
A summertime magnet, evolves from excursions, amusement parks, tent camps,
and Victorian hotels to public lands and beaches
vii. Up River
Providence and the Blackstone River Valley extend Bay tourism as the
industrialized Blackstone becomes a National Heritage Corridor
	f.	Eye on the Storm:
Storms and Shipwrecks
i. Hurricane
From the Great Gale of 1815 to storms with names like Carol and Edna (1954),
Diane (1955), and Bob (1991)
ii. The Big One
The unforgettable Hurricane of ’38 leaving mass destruction and 311 Rhode
Islanders dead
iii.	Blizzards
The snows of ’78 and ’92 cover the land and erode the shore
iv. Shipwrecks
Rhode Island waters are replete with tragic tales including the disastrous wreck
of the Larchmont sidewheeler in Block Island Sound, a disaster
that took the lives of an estimated 111 passengers in February 1907.
v.	Beacons of the Bay
Lighthouses, lifesaving, and the legend of Ida Lewis. An illustrated map of our
lighthouses is displayed.
	g.	Forces of Change: Local and Global Influences on the Bay
i. The Basin and the Bay
The Bay’s geology
ii. Abundance and Diversity
Fish, shellfish, and other marine life in the Bay
iii. Dirty Water
Effluence from industry, sewers, and ships pollute the water
iv. Greener Pastures
Fertilizers and detergents feed algae blooms and fish are killed
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v. Weathering the Storm
Coastal development and stronger storms lead to higher surges and toxic run-off
vi. Unexpected Guests
Comb jellies, manatees, whales, and tropical fish appear in the Bay
vii.	Monitors and Defenders
The rise and contributions of environmentalists like Save the Bay, study programs
like the University of Rhode Island School of Oceanography and the Roger
Williams University shellfish program, and the Coastal Resources Management
Council work towards the Bay’s regeneration.
viii. Global Forces
The rise worldwide of sea levels, ocean currents, and transforming ecosystems
may portend more change for the Bay
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IDEA THREE:
Ocean State Journeys:
A Transportation History
Summary:
The good fortune of a bountiful Bay, critical traffic intersections, and geographic position
between the metropolitan centers of Boston and New York enabled the congeries of Rhode
Island settlements to play crucial roles in the development of the New England region, leading to the survival of an unlikely experiment.
Experience:
The Ocean State Journeys Exhibit is located in a large corridor that also functions as a circulation hub, through which most first floor galleries can be accessed. The corridor features a
transportation-themed installation and immersive media projections. This, in turn, creates a
highly experiential object-theater type of exhibition with integrated learning opportunities
that make interconnections between transportation and Rhode Island’s industrial history. Both
of these media projections, that are imagined for the “object theater” and the multi-media
based interpretive areas, can be changed.
“Portholes” into other exhibit galleries let guests move through spaces that reflect transportation connections — a bridge, for example, might become the metaphorical connection to a
new space.
	a. Waterways and Water Transportation
i. Canoes
Indian dugouts, colonial canoes, and pinnaces
ii. The Bay as a Highway
Cargoes can be transported the 28 miles from Providence to Point Judith
iii. Newport Harbor
Leading center of colonial trade and a center of the international triangular trade
in African slaves
iv. East Indiamen
The Browns, Edward Carrington, and other Providence merchants open trade
with China and the East Indies beginning in 1787 and continuing until 1843.
v. Steamboat Packets
Small commercial and passenger craft date from the 1820s
vi. The Fall River Line
Rhode Island’s most significant passenger carrier of the steam power era
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vii.	Major Shipping Lines
Seven lines to New York City, Maine, and the South ply the waters of the Bay
viii. Ferry Service
Ferries ply the Bay through Rhode Island history, notably Providence to Newport
and Block Island, Galilee to Block Island, the Bristol-Portsmouth Ferry, the
Bristol-Prudence Island Ferry, and the Jamestown-Newport Ferry
b.	Turnpikes, Toll Roads, and Tow Paths: Early Roads and Canals
i. Native Trails
Natives laid out passageways still in use today (e.g., the Wampanoag Trail)
ii. Early Roadways
Queen’s Highway (1702), Ten Rod Road
iii. Turnpike Era (1784–1842)
The General Assembly grants charters to 46 toll road corporations. Providence is
the hub with 380 stage coaches arriving each week. The Plainfield, Hartford,
Putnam, and Louisquisset Pikes radiate from Providence.
iv.	Blackstone Canal
Built from 1824 to 1828 by Irish veterans of the Erie Canal, it gave rise to Irish
communities in the Blackstone Valley.
	c.	Reign of the Train:
The Railroad Industry
i. The First Lines
The Boston and Providence made its first run in 1835, followed by the
Providence and Stonington (1837)
ii. Early Lines
New York, Providence and Boston; New York, New Haven and Hartford;
Hartford, Providence, and Fishkill. The Providence and Worcester, completed in
1847, is still running.
iii. The Hub
Providence welcomes 300 trains per day in 1900
iv. Rail/Water Linkages
Rail links connect with shipping lines at India Point and Newport. Canadian
Grand Trunk Railroad fails in its early 20th century effort to make Providence an
ice-free terminus for Canadian shipping.
v. The Cove
The heart of Providence/urban design is shaped by railroads and terminals. The
redevelopment of Providence railroad lands are the key to Providence’s modern
day renaissance.
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vi.	Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Late 20th Century train service to Boston (MBTA) creates a commuter class
of residents
vii.	Amtrak Takes Over the Northeast Corridor Passenger Rail Service (1971)
	d. Steamers and Liners
i. The Experiment
A pre-Fulton steamboat named the Experiment is built and tested in Rhode
Island in 1792
ii. Fire Fly
The Bay’s first commercial steamboat sets sail in 1817
iii. Excursion Steamers
Driven by paddlewheels to propellers, passenger vessels of the Fall River Line
and others steam along for more than a century with New York City the main
destination.
iv. Long Distance Lines
Several steamship lines promote intercoastal and international connections
v. The Fabre Line
Providence becomes a destination for international immigration from the
Mediterranean, the Near East, and Portugal with 84,000 immigrants landing
from 1911 to 1934
vi. Ports
Providence, Pawtuxet, Wickford, Westerly, Warren, Bristol, and Newport attract
port business
	e. Trolley Stop: Trolley Transportation
i. Early Mass Transit
Transition from stagecoaches to omnibuses
ii. Horse-drawn Trolleys
The earliest streetcars travel roadways crowded with other horse-drawn vehicles
iii. Electrification
Electric trolleys begin their run on wires in 1889 (Newport) and advance the
opportunity of commuting
iv. Inter-Urban Systems
Electric trolleys extend community connections in the early 20th century. The
Rhode Island Company and the New Haven Railroad create a transportation
monopoly.
v.	Bus-trolleys to Buses to Trolley-buses
Evolution of today’s mass transit — Rhode Island Public Transit Authority
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	f.	Bridges and Byways:
Automobile Transportation
i. Paving the Way
In the 1880s bicycle enthusiasts promote better roads and establish road clubs
ii. Autocar Debuts
Automobiles appear in the 1890s and by 1913 there are 100 Rhode Island
companies in some aspect of the automobile business. In 1904, the state begins
to register autos and give licenses to drivers.
iii. Public Passageways
State road building begins with a 1902 bond issue and speed laws follow in
1908
iv. Rhode Island Roadsters
ALCO and Maxwell-Brisco manufacture cars
v. Left in the Dust
Streetcars go out of business in the 1920s  / trucks replace branch railroads
vi.	Bridges
From the Washington and the Crawford Street Bridges in Providence to the
Mount Hope, Pell, Jamestown-Verrazzano, and Sakonnet structures
vii. Interstates
Construction of interstates (I-95, 195, and 295), urban expressways, and their
impact on the creation of new suburbs
viii. Auto Alternatives
Energy costs, congestion, and health consciousness give rise to bike paths,
pedestrian ways, and alternatives to the car
	g. Flying High: Aviation
i. Aeronauts
James and Ezra Allen and the Civil War Balloon Corps
ii. Galludet
Rhode Island company pioneers seaplanes and aeronautical industry at close of
WWI / Rhode Island test pilot, Jack McGee, loses his life in a Galludet D-4
(1918)
iii. Hillsgrove
America’s first state-run airport established in 1931 at Hillsgrove in Warwick
with regularly scheduled flights by 1936. It has become TF Green
iv. TF Green Airport
Reconstructed in the 1990’s as a key asset to the tourism industry, and the hub
for 21st century immigration
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These final renderings of the first and second floors of the proposed museum show the placement and flow
of the various exhibits.
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IDEA FOUR:
Wonders of the World:
The Industrial History of Rhode Island
Summary:
The role of “design” in Rhode Island history stretches from stunning architecture, to industrial
products, to ship-building, and to artisan crafts for home and gallery. Although the state has
few local natural resources like cotton, iron, rubber, or precious metals, the success drawn
from imagination and enterprise resulted in the state’s world leadership in machine-making,
jewelry and silverware, textiles, and toys.
Experience:
The Wonders of the World Gallery uses an abstracted factory setting to explore the development of industry in Rhode Island. Within this immersive setting, a series of rods and belts
connect to a variety of “machines” that exemplify moments in history and design. Projected
words and images move across the belts and highlight the special nature of the local “wonder” that is being featured.
	a. Colonial Crafts: Early Manufacturing
i. Resourceful Rhode Island
Limited natural resources encourages manufacturing, e.g., whale oil into
candles, silver coins into utensils
ii. Fine Furnishing
Rhode Island (especially Newport) develops a reputation for excellence in
domestic crafts including furniture and silver, most notably Townsend- Goddard
furniture, the clocks of William Claggett, Sr., and the silver of Samuel Casey.
b.	Industrial Precursors:
Paving the Way for Industrialization
i. Forges and Furnaces
Jencks family forges on the Blackstone River in Pawtucket make them the iron
masters of their day / The Brown family’s Hope Furnace in Scituate run
by Stephen Hopkins and patronized by young Nathanael Greene, cast
Revolutionary War canons
ii.	Machinists’ Skills
Pawtucket craftsmen and inventors David Wilkinson and Sylvanus Brown
establish a tradition of machining that paves the way for Samuel Slater and mill
development
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	c.	Big Wheels: Birthplace
of the Industrial Revolution
i. Slater Mill on the Blackstone River in Pawtucket
Samuel Slater’s engineering and Moses Brown’s financing give birth to the
American Industrial Revolution (1790)
ii. Industrial Contagion
Mill construction spreads like wildfire up and down river valleys, especially the
Blackstone, the Pawtuxet, the Moshassuck, and the Woonasquatucket
iii. Spin-off Industries
Mills create new industries, especially machine manufacturing, and give work to
itinerant mechanics
iv.	Mill Villages
Mills give rise to self-contained villages — most notably the planned North
Smithfield village of Slatersville — supplying housing, goods, and services for
employees who work long hours at low pay
v.	Moving Materials
Providence emerges as a trade center for cotton and woolens / Turnpikes and
towpaths are built alongside river corridors
	d.	Mighty Corliss and the Power of Steam: New Engines Expand
Industrialization
i.	Mills Everywhere on the Landscape
Steam powered mills, developed by Samuel Slater in 1827, enabled factories to
be located away from water.
ii.	Engines of a New Economy
Rhode Island becomes a center for steam engine manufacturing
iii.	The Mighty Corliss
The steam engine of George Corliss becomes an icon of the Industrial Age at the
1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia
iv.	Coal Trade
Shipping and railroad traffic expands to move massive quantities of coal from
Pennsylvania to provide energy for steam-powered factories. Rhode Island has
small coal deposits in Portsmouth and Cranston.
v. Smooth Transition
Water-wheel-driven mills use steam power interchangeably
vi. Powerhouse
The story of the South Street Electric Power Plant in Providence and its steam
driven turbines
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	e.	Mother of Invention: Components of Rhode Island’s Industrial
Prominence
i. Head Start
Early industrialization attracted talent to such fields as textiles, jewelry, machine
tools, and engine manufacturing
ii. Training Edge
Cluster of mechanics and designers emerge from apprentice systems and training
institutions
iii. Plentiful Patents
Rhode Island inventors produce huge numbers of U.S. patents — more per
capita than any state.
iv. Infrastructure
Well-developed shipping and rail enhance flow of goods and resources
v. Location
Proximity to New York City and Boston provides major markets
vi. Industrial Workers
By the late 19th Century, Providence is a world leader in the production of
cotton and woolen textiles, base metals, precious metals, and rubber goods.
Corliss Steam Engine Company, Gorham Manufacturing Company, Brown &
Sharpe, Nicholson File, and American Screw Company are dubbed the “Five
Industrial Wonders of the World.”
	f.	The Mind’s Eye: Rhode Island’s History of Design and Innovation
i. Living By Its Wits
Overcoming Rhode Island’s deficiency in natural resources
ii. Ingenuity, Invention, and Imagination
Art and science converge in jewelry and other industries
iii. The Sizzle
A history of local innovations in sales and marketing
iv. The Look
Rhode Island School of Design, founded in 1877 through the initiative of
women led by Mrs. Jesse Metcalf, joins with other institutions to make Rhode
Island a center of design and style thereby giving added value to production
	g.	Mills on the Move: Industrial Decline and Transformation
i. Fall of Manufacturing (the 1920s)
Competitive disadvantages cause a sharp decline in Rhode Island manufacturing
from 1920s to 1980s
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ii. Heading South
Mills move south to locate in new, modern facilities closer to raw materials and
further from union influence and harsh weather
iii. High Prices
High energy and environmental costs make New England manufacturing less
competitive
iv. Shipping Slipping
New England railroad infrastructure loses significance with the development of
increased air cargo
v. Home Spun
Many mill buildings have been preserved through conversions to modern
housing and commercial developments thus retaining Rhode Island’s
industrial landscape. This “recycling” is facilitated by the state’s historic tax credit
program.
	h.	New Businesses:
Conglomerates, Multi-Nationals, and New Technologies are
Born
i.	Birth of the Conglomerate
Under the direction of Royal Little, Textron introduces “conglomerate” to the
vocabulary of business
ii. Conversions
Fleet and Rhode Island Hospital Trust join Bank of America, Citizens unites with
the Bank of Scotland, and Allendale Insurance Company, founded by the
versatile inventor and industrialist Zachariah Allen, becomes F.M. Global
exemplifying changes in Rhode Island business organizations and business
cultures in the new age of multi-nationals
iii. Replacing the Smokestacks
Rhode Island industries shift to service and technology including 21st Century
growth in biotechnology, the medical industry, and information technology
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IDEA FIVE:
Cultural Crossroads: Rhode Island Peoples
and Traditions
Summary:
Rhode Island has one of the most diverse populations in the United States. Despite parochial
short-sightedness, division, and discrimination, the community that has evolved out of this
pluribus is a major local story. The exhibit shows what these groups did together here — not
about where they originated, but about what drove them to come — whether the motive was
opportunity, oppression, famine, genocide, or holocaust. The aim of the exhibit is to demonstrate the rightful claim by our many ethno-cultural groups for inclusion in the Rhode Island
story.
Experience:
The Cultural Crossroads Gallery is envisioned as one that celebrates the intersections of
cultures in Rhode Island through festive, active experiences. Immersed in a market-like space,
the sense of cultural roots is conveyed through a variety of mediums. Through jewel-like
cases with elegant objects from around the world, to interactive listening stations that offer
oral histories, music, or other interpretive elements, guests discover not just where immigrants came from, but what they brought to America. Featuring approximately eight different
cultural groups, the experience begins with a “theater-in-the-round” orientation. Visitors will
hear voices and see images of people projected on screen and objects such as suitcases and
a baggage cart. The images and voices will tell stories of immigrant arrival from the beginning to the present day. Next, visitors will enter the “dreamcatcher scenario.” This is a space
that has multiple threads that create connectedness between sub-themes and experiences.
Guests can either explore the various cultures through the “market bazaar” or move into a
more freely organized space that supports changing content. In the heart of the dreamcatcher
is a demonstration area. There, visitors can share ethnic music, dance, verse, art, crafts, and
recipes in a comfortable space, complete with seating and counter surfaces.
	a.	The Arrivals:
Finding the Way to Rhode Island
i. Homelands
The Native American arrival
ii. Contact
Verrazzano’s exploration of 1524 and early settlement — “Rhodes” Island
iii. Religious Refugees
Roger Williams begins the history of religious flight to Rhode Island in 1636
iv. Forced Immigration
Slaves are transplanted to and through Rhode Island via the notorious
Triangular Trade
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v.	Mill Call
Thousands immigrate to work in our many mills
vi. European Descent
Mid 19th Century arrivals include Famine Irish, Germans, and Scandinavians
vii. Canadian Connections
French Canadians come en masse for mill work in the mid-19th Century
viii. Turn of the Century
Arrival of Southern Europeans, Armenians, Jews, and Slavs — especially Poles
and Ukranians
ix.	Modern Migrations
Asian, Latino, African, and other communities grow
b.	Prejudice and Perserverance/Discrimination/Assimilation
i. Religion
Jews, Catholics, Muslims, and even some Protestant denominations (e.g.,
Quakers) experience prejudice
ii. Slavery
Slavery and its lasting effects on Rhode Islanders
iii. Economics/Jobs
In seeking employment, many ethnics have gotten the message “need not
apply,” especially the early Irish Catholic immigrants.
iv. Citizenship
Legal citizenship with degrees of “second class” citizens stem from specifically
crafted constitutional provisions.
v. War (1917 and 1941)
German-Americans, Japanese-Americans, and others originating or descending
from “enemy nations” are victimized or vilified at home
vi. Politics
Rhode Island is notable for its ethnocultural political affiliations and voting
patterns beginning in the 1850s with Yankee versus Celt, i.e., white, AngloSaxon, Protestant Republican versus Irish Catholic Democrat
vii. Racism/Sexism
Common attitudes and behavior toward certain groups in Rhode Island/ the
United States, and the world sometimes differ
viii. Language
It can be a barrier, trigger prejudice, yet preserve tradition and identify
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	c.	Creative Survival: Working
and Learning in America
i. Low-Skill Labor
Immigrants were sought for low-skill jobs in fishing, jewelry, textiles,
construction, and household service
ii. Government Gateway
Police, fire, and public service positions offer job opportunities for recent
immigrants
iii. Talents and Trades
Many communities brought skills with them and developed their reputations
here (e.g., the Italian stonemasons of Westerly)
iv.	Bootstraps and Books
Education takes on increasing value among many immigrant groups seeking
upward mobility as public and private institutions begin or grow to meet their
needs, especially Providence College, founded in 1917 by Bishop Matthew
Harkins to provide higher education for Catholic ethnics.
v. Working the Land
Many immigrants from Old World peasant backgrounds worked in agricultural
and horticultural jobs, thus enabling them to shape the landscape around us
vi. Apprenticeship
Apprentice programs of Brown & Sharpe and other firms provide mobility and
professional training
vii. Serving the Nation
Members of all Rhode Island communities have served and sacrificed in the
military and engaged in other national services during peacetime and war
	d.	Rhode Island Treasures: Folk and Religious Traditions
i. Icons of Celebration
Holiday traditions, religious feasts, and patriotic celebrations are steeped in
symbol and history, most notably the Bristol Fourth of July Celebration and
Gaspee Days
ii. Song and Dance
The songs and steps of our cultures ground us and provide a basis for sharing
and rejoicing
iii. Sacred Holdings
Religious traditions and ceremonies are rich with stories and objects, with
Italians and Portuguese notable for their processions and feasts
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iv.	Memorials
Public and private memorials honor traditions and those who came before us,
most notably the Irish Famine Memorial on the Providence riverfront
v. Crafts and Artistic Traditions
Crafts and visual arts transmit the experiences, aesthetics, and creativity of our
communities
vi. Hearth and Table
Foods of all kinds are the best known representations of local culture. Notable in
Rhode Island are the Johnny-cake, clambakes, coffee syrup, and Del’s
Lemonade
vii. Patrimony
Cultures and their constituents identify their most priceless ethnic treasures as
patrimony to be handed down for generations
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IDEA SIX:
Rhode Island Family Album:
Rhode Island Communities and Common Culture
Summary:
Here is an exhibit about that part of life that does not take place in the workplace. This is an
exhibit about community life rather than workplace institutions. Except for the triple-decker
exhibit, this is about Rhode Islanders’ sense of community spaces that provide personal identity — neighborhoods, parishes, and villages. It’s about politics, religion, social clubs, sports,
and community organizations. It is also about the personal achievements of Rhode Islanders
via a Heritage Hall of Fame exhibit.
Experience:
Visitors are introduced to the Family Album Gallery through a larger-than life, recreated
multi-media scrapbook. Images of “family” are projected onto gesture-activated “pages” that
appear to be turned. Nearby, interactive kiosks allow up-close exploration of photographs,
letters, and ephemera. Through a series of gilded shadowboxes, visitors can enter into stageset environments and learn about life in a Triple Decker, or a public park or playground, or an
urban square. The shadow boxes become essentially a changeable set. The final experience
in this gallery encourages visitors to discover a display of historic neighborhood postcards and
even to compose their own local news and send it to a friend or family member.
	a.	Towns and Turfs:
Cities, Towns, and Neighborhoods
i. Cities and Towns
A tribute to Rhode Island’s 39 cities and towns as established from 1636
(Providence) to 1913 (West Warwick)
ii. The Name Game
Origins of place names — Native American, English, Biblical, geographical, or
prominent people
iii. Neighborhood Styles
A survey of different types of neighborhoods from those in the inner-city, to
seaport villages, to auto suburbs
b.	Belonging: Cultural Clubs
and Organizations
i.	Religious Organizations and Myriad Groups
of Many Faiths
ii. Cultural Institutions
The Rhode Island Indian Council, Prince Hall Masons, Hibernians, Sons of Italy,
Hebrew Free Loan Society, Dom Polski Club, the Shriners, and the Knights of
Columbus, to name a few
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iii. Political Organizations
Right, left, and middle of the road, from nativistic to socialistic
iv. Service Organizations
Institutional and social groups that have made a difference
v. Sports Organizations
Legendary professional teams and their loyal fans. Especially notable are the
Providence Grays, the Providence Steam Roller, the Rhode Island Reds, and the
Pawsox
	c.	The Good Life: Recreation, Entertainment, and Sport
i. Fun Places
Legendary destinations from racetracks (Narragansett Park and Lincoln Downs)
to amusement parks (Rocky Point, Crescent Park, and Vanity Fair)
ii. Favorite Teams
From the PC Friars to the Paw Sox, there’s always been a lot to cheer
about — including historic teams like the 1884 World Series Champion
Providence Grays (baseball) and the Rhode Island Reds (hockey)
iii. Show Biz
From vaudeville and Fay’s Theater, to the Warwick Tent, to Lupos, to Trinity
Repertory Theater, to Matunuck’s Theater-by-the Sea, to the Newport Music,
Jazz, and Folk Festivals, Rhode Island boasts a long and rich stage tradition
iv. Rhode Island Stars of Stage, Screen, and TV
From George M. Cohan to Viola Davis and James Woods
v. Parades and Festivals
Special events and occasions for all to share
vi. Fine Arts
From the Rhode Island Philharmonic to Rhode Island School of Design
premieres
vii. Good Eats and Good Company
Favorite restaurants, bars, and foods / Federal Hill eateries
	d. Caring: Public Service and Institutions
i. Community Health
The development of hospitals led by Dr. Usher Parsons (1788–1868) and public
health institutions led by Dr. Charles V. Chapin (1856–1941)
ii. Academic Affairs
The development of educational institutions including elementary and
secondary education, trade schools, and colleges and universities
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iii. Safety First
The evolution of public safety institutions including police and fire services
iv. Charity at Home
Rhode Island philanthropic and charitable patrons and programs, especially the
Rhode Island Foundation and the Champlin Foundation
v. Cultural Expansion
The growth of libraries, museums, and other cultural institutions
	e.	Public Space: Community, Architecture, and Rhode Island
Landscapes
i. Linear Village
Rhode Island’s non-conformity with respect to the typical New England town
common and grid layout
ii. Secular Square
Rhode Island develops urban squares notably Washington Square in Newport
and Exchange Place in Providence
iii. Public Parks
Historical pursuit of parks and green spaces, their creation and uses, most
notably Providence’s Roger Williams Park, Bristol’s Colt State Park, and
Warwick’s Goddard Park
iv. City Beautiful
Frederick Law Olmstead-influenced movement encourages statewide planning
of land and natural resources
v. Historic Preservation
Historic preservation takes hold in Newport and Providence’s College Hill / The
role of the Rhode Island Historic Preservation and Heritage Commission, the
Providence Preservation Society, the Newport Preservation Society, and other
groups in saving our architectural heritage
vi. Natural Treasures
Save the Bay protects the waters and shores while local land trusts preserve
undeveloped land
vii. Capital Improvements
Capital Center Project redesigns Providence’s Downtown and riverfront while
Providence and the wharfs of Newport draw new tourism
	f. Triple Decker: Life at Home
i. Kitchen Table
The common experience of cooking, working, and eating at the center of home
life and culture
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ii. Living Room
Families of many nations and cultures gather in living rooms to relax, socialize,
get the news, and show hospitality
iii.	My Room
Bedrooms have been shared spaces as well as very personal and private
ones — the refuge from the world and a place that reflects one’s personality
iv. Porch, Stoop, and Garden
We meet, socialize, and recreate in the spaces outside our homes — sometimes
these spaces reflect culture, history, and tradition
	g.	Rhode Island Heroes
i. Rhode Island Heritage Hall of Fame
Identifying the inductees to the state’s Hall of Fame and learning of their
achievements in all walks of life and how those achievements influenced Rhode
Island’s history and development and, in some instances, the history of America
and the world.
ii. Everyday Heroes
Local and neighborhood heroes who made a difference in their own special
ways
iii. Rogue’s Island
Like every state, Rhode Island has its share of rogues — from pirates to
politicians, to mobsters. They constitute Rhode Island’s hall of shame.
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This 2002 photo depicts Al Klyberg emerging from the South Street
Station after conducting an inspection tour. With the expectation of
success, he wore both a hard hat and a smile.
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